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Once upon a time an old man planted a tiny turnip seed and 
said, 'Grow, grow little turnip, grow sweet! Grow, grow little 
turnip, grow strong! Grow, grow little turnip, grow big!' 

And the little turnip grew up sweet and strong and big. It 
grew and it grew. It grew bigger and bigger. It grew huge. It 
grew enormous.  





The day came for the old man to pull up the Enormous 
Turnip. 

He pulled and pulled, but the turnip would not move. 
He pulled and pulled with all his might, but he just could 
not pull up the Enormous Turnip. 





Then the old man called the old woman, 'Grandma! Grandma! 
Please come and help me pull up the Enormous Turnip.'  

So Grandmother pulled Grandfather.
And Grandfather pulled the turnip. 

They both pulled together. They pulled and pulled, but the 
turnip would not move. 

They pulled and pulled, but still the Enormous Turnip 
would not move.





Then Grandmother called the Grandson, 'Peter! Peter! Please 
come and help us pull up the Enormous Turnip.'  

So the Grandson pulled Grandmother.
Grandmother pulled Grandfather. 
And Grandfather pulled the turnip. 

They all pulled together. They pulled and pulled, but the 
turnip would not move. 

They pulled and pulled, but still the Enormous Turnip would 
not move. 





Then the Grandson called the Granddaughter, 'Masha! 
Masha! Please come and help us pull up the Enormous 
Turnip.'  

So the Granddaughter pulled the Grandson.
The Grandson pulled Grandmother. 
Grandmother pulled Grandfather. 
And Grandfather pulled the turnip. 

They all pulled together. They pulled and pulled, but the 
turnip would not move. 

They pulled and pulled, but the Enormous Turnip would 
not move.





Then the Granddaughter called the Brown Dog, 'Rover! Rover! 
Please come and help us pull up the Enormous Turnip.'  

So the Brown Dog pulled the Granddaughter. 
The Granddaughter pulled the Grandson. 
The Grandson pulled Grandmother.
Grandmother pulled Grandfather. 
And Grandfather pulled the turnip. 

They all pulled together. They pulled and pulled, but the turnip 
would not move. 

They pulled and pulled, but still the Enormous Turnip would 
not move. 





Then the Brown Dog called the Ginger Cat, 'Spicy! Spicy! Please 
come and help us pull up the Enormous Turnip.'  

So the Ginger Cat pulled the Brown Dog.
The Brown Dog pulled the Granddaughter.
The Granddaughter pulled the Grandson. 
The Grandson pulled Grandmother. 
Grandmother pulled Grandfather. 
And Grandfather pulled the turnip. 

They all pulled together. They pulled and pulled, but the turnip 
would not move. 

They pulled and pulled, but still the Enormous Turnip would not 
move. 





Then the Ginger Cat called the Little Mouse, 'Dinky! Dinky! Please come and help 
us pull up the Enormous Turnip.'  

So the Little Mouse pulled the Ginger Cat, the Ginger Cat pulled the Brown Dog, 
the Brown Dog pulled the Granddaughter, the Granddaughter pulled the 
Grandson, the Grandson pulled Grandmother, Grandmother pulled Grandfather 
and Grandfather pulled the turnip. They all pulled together. They pulled and 
pulled and pulled and pulled, and ... whoosh! Out came the turnip, and they all 
fell down.

The Ginger Cat fell on the Little Mouse. The Brown Dog fell on the Ginger Cat. 
The Granddaughter fell on the Brown Dog. The Grandson fell on the 
Granddaughter. Grandmother fell on the Grandson. Grandfather fell on the 
Grandmother. 

And they all laughed and laughed. Then they took the Enormous Turnip into the 
kitchen and made an enormous turnip pie.  

Everyone ate the turnip pie. It tasted delicious, and they all ate as much as they 
possibly could. What’s more, there was so much turnip pie that, for all I know, 
they are eating it to this very day.  
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